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ABSTRACT: Herein, we report that UiO-type (UiO =
University of Oslo) metal−organic frameworks (MOFs)
can be transformed into self-propelled micromotors by
employing several different metal-based propulsion sys-
tems. Incorporation of a bipyridine ligand into the UiO-67
lattice transforms the crystallites, upon metalation, into
single-site, metal-based catalytic “engines” to power the
micromotors with chemical fuel. The “engine perform-
ance” (i.e., propulsion) of the single-site powered
micromotors has been tuned by the choice of the metal
ion utilized. In addition, a chemical “braking” system was
achieved by adding chelating agents capable of sequester-
ing the metal ion engines and thereby suppressing the
catalytic activity, with different chelators displaying
different deceleration capacities. These results demonstrate
that MOFs can be powered by various engines and halted
by different brakes, resulting in a high degree of motion
design and control at the nanoscale.

The complex transport processes in living cells are possible
because of a set of highly efficient and functional

biomolecular motors. Recently, there has been a strong interest
in the development of organic and inorganic devices and
machines that are capable of efficient propulsion and complex
operation at the nanoscale through energy consumption.1−8

Among the many micro/nanoscale machines, bubble-propelled
micromotors are quite powerful and versatile for many practical
operations such as biological target transportation and
isolation,9 drug delivery,10−12 and environmental remedia-
tion.13−15 Bubble propulsion commonly involves catalytic
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide as a fuel using a catalytic
engine to generate oxygen bubbles.16 Inorganic catalysts
including the noble metals Pt and Ag, as well as enzyme
catalysts such as catalase, have been used for catalytic
propulsion.17−19 However, the most widely used catalyst,
based on Pt metal, is expensive and enzymatic systems such as
catalase have limited stability. In most of these systems, the
speeds of the bubble propulsion motors are controlled by the
amount of fuel used and are difficult to be tuned or halted at
will. Given these limitations, there is a strong desire to develop
low cost, tunable micromotors with different engines and
functional materials for various on-demand operations.
Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) have emerged as a class

of microporous crystalline materials with high surface areas and

tunable pore microenvironments that can be applied to
challenges in gas storage/separation, chemical sensing, catalysis,
and drug delivery.20,21 Both presynthetic and postsynthetic
methods have been widely investigated to obtain functionalized
MOFs.22 Importantly, MOFs with accessible metal-binding
sites can be readily prepared to provide site-isolated catalytic
sites.23,24

The use of MOFs to build micro/nanomachines has received
little attention, despite the tremendous chemical diversity and
tunability of these coordination solids. To the best of our
knowledge, only a few reports on MOF-based motor devices
have been described.25−27 Two reports used the Marangoni
effect generated by peptide-driven self-assembly as the
locomotive source to drive millimeter-size MOF particle.25,26

A third report used ZIF-67/ZIF-8 Janus particles, with sizes
between 200 and 500 μm, that were propelled via the catalytic
decomposition of H2O2 by the Co2+-based ZIF-67 part of the
particle.27 Although these pioneering reports are at the interface
of MOFs and tiny motors, they utilize strategies that have
limitations with respect to the choice of MOF that can be used,
the types of the motors that can be achieved, and the degree of
control over propulsion.
Herein, we report facile preparation of micromotors from the

widely used Zr4+-based UiO-67 MOF scaffold. The Zr4+-based
UiO (UiO = University of Oslo) series of MOFs were selected
due to their high chemical stability and tunability.28 UiO-based
micromotors were generated by introducing single-site metal
centers on the ligand struts that catalyze the decomposition of
H2O2 fuel (Figure 1). This approach offers a very facile and
diverse means of manufacturing MOF micromotors. Most
importantly, the catalytic activity of the “engine” can be tuned
by the choice of metal ion utilized. In addition, adding suitable
chelators as “brakes” could reduce the micromotor speed,
further demonstrating the high degree of control and tunability
in this MOF micromotor system.
A mixed-ligand method was used to synthesize UiO-67-

bpy0.25 MOF as the platform, where 25% H2dcbpy (2,2′-
bipyridine-dicarboxylic acid) was mixed with H2bpdc (biphe-
nyldicarboxylic acid) as connecting ligands (Figure 1a). During
the synthesis, a large excess of benzoic acid was added as a
modulator, producing monodisperse particles ∼5 μm in
diameter. Metalation of the bipyridine sites with cobalt or
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manganese salts afforded single-site catalytically active MOF
nanomotors with good crystallinity, which was confirmed by
powder X-ray diffraction (Figure 1b). SEM with EDX (energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) was used to characterize the
metal ratio of metalated UiO-67 (Figure S1, Table S1). For
Co2+-metalated UiO-67-bpy0.25, using Co(OAc)2 (OAc =
acetate) as the metal source, postsynthetic modification
(PSM) yielded 20% overall metalation, which is equivalent to
metalation of 80% of the available bipyridine sites in the MOF.
For Mn2+-metalated UiO-67-bpy0.25, Mn(OAc)2 was found to
modify quantitatively UiO-67-bpy0.25. EDX mapping (Figure
S1) showed the uniform distribution of Co2+ and Mn2+ in these
MOFs.
The resulting UiO-67-Co(bpy)0.25 and UiO-67-Mn(bpy)0.25

can work as micromotors in fuel solutions, where the metal-
based catalytic engine sites decompose H2O2 into water and
oxygen for bubble-propelled motion (Figure 2, Supporting
Video 1). Control experiments were conducted to confirm the
role of the catalytic active sites in these MOF motors. A
nonmetalated UiO-67-bpy0.25 crystal showed no motion in a 5%
(v/v) H2O2 aqueous solution (no bubbling, Supporting Video
2). Similarly, as-synthesized UiO-67 without any bipyridine
sites (only H2bpdc as a ligand), even when treated with
Co(OAc)2, did not move in H2O2 fuel solutions. The metalated
MOF micromotors show efficient motion for at least 6 h with a
continuous supply of fuel. These control experiments indicate
that the binding of suitable metal ions at the MOF bipyridine
sites is essential to form the catalytic engine.
As expected, when evaluated at different fuel levels (5%, 10%,

15% (v/v) H2O2), higher concentrations of H2O2 fuel solution
gave rise to faster movement of both UiO-67-Co(bpy)0.25 and
UiO-67-Mn(bpy)0.25 particles (Figure 2a). These data show a
rapid conversion of chemical energy into mechanical work with
increasing fuel concentration. Importantly, greater speeds were

observed at all fuel concentrations with UiO-67-Co(bpy)0.25
when compared to UiO-67-Mn(bpy)0.25 (Figure 2b), despite
the manganese system having a higher loading of metal ion.
This shows that by selecting different metal ions we can tune
the performance of the engines in these MOF micromotors. It
is observed that the moving direction of the MOF micromotors
is random due to the inhomogeneous bubble nucleation on the
crystal surface. However, coating with a magnetic layer, such as
Ni or Fe, could enable remote magnetic guidance of the MOF
motors.17,29−33

Interestingly, the propulsion of UiO-67 micromotors can be
dramatically slowed down and stopped by adding suitable
chelators as chemical brakes. This can be achieved by adding
chelating ligands such as iminodiacetic acid (IDA) or
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) into the motor-fuel
system. The attenuated motion of the MOF motors in the
presence of chelator brakes was clearly indicated by a reduction
in the ejection of oxygen bubbles from the crystal. Figure 3
displays time-lapse images (taken from Supporting Video 3)
illustrating changes in the motion of the UiO-67-Co(bpy)0.25
motor in the presence of IDA with a fuel concentration of 15%
(v/v) H2O2. The track lines in Figure 3a were recorded over a 2
s period following 0 and 15 min exposures to IDA. A clear
reduction in bubble ejection and propulsion is observed after
adding IDA, with movement of the MOF effectively halted.
A comparative study of the braking behaviors of UiO-67-

Co(bpy)0.25 and UiO-67-Mn(bpy)0.25 micromotors in the
presence of IDA or EDTA is shown in Figure 3, in which the
normalized speed of motors is tracked over a 30 min period. In
the absence of chemical brakes, both motors only show slightly
decreases in speed over a 30 min period (due to the depletion
of fuel). However, the addition of IDA or EDTA resulted in
steep drops in speed, even after only 5 min, and completely
braking is observed at ∼20 min (EDTA) and ∼30 min (IDA).

Figure 1. Zr-based MOF micromotors. (a) Scheme of the metalation
of UiO-67-bpy0.25, (b) PXRD of UiO-67-bpy0.25, UiO-67-Mn(bpy)0.25,
and UiO-67-Co(bpy)0.25 MOFs.

Figure 2. Tuning the speed of micromotor engines with different
metals. (a) Microscopy images showing the propulsion of micromotor
engines made from UiO-67-bpy0.25 metalated with Co2+ and Mn2+.
Scale bars: 10 μm. (b) Speed of the different MOF micromotor
engines as a function of fuel concentration. Plots are based on
measuring the average speed of 30 tracked MOF particles.
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The motor tracking data of Figure 3b clearly illustrate that
EDTA is a more effective brake, which is consistent with the
greater chelating ability of EDTA versus IDA.32 Similarly, UiO-
67-Mn(bpy)0.25 motors proved to be more susceptible to the
chemical brakes than UiO-67-Co(bpy)0.25 (Figure 3b), which is
consistent with lower stability of the Mn(bpy) when compared
to Co(bpy) complex.33

To investigate the mechanism of braking, the metal content
of the MOF motors after exposure to either IDA or EDTA was
measured by EDX. The EDX data show (Table S1) that ∼95%
of the Co and Mn were removed from the MOF motors after
30 min exposure to the chemical brakes. The decrease in
content upon braking is consistent with a mechanism involving
removal engine metals from the active sites of the MOF
motors, resulting in the loss of propulsion. To ensure that
braking is not due to these chelators destroying the MOF,
PXRD, and SEM was used to show that these MOFs maintain
crystallinity after 30 min incubation in 0.15 M IDA or EDTA
solution (Figure S2, S3). In addition, the MOF micromotors
showed no change in bulk structure, as gauged by microscopic
imaging, over the course of the experiment (30 min).
In conclusion, single-site catalytic MOFs can act as self-

propelled micromotors. The propulsion of MOF-nanomotors
can be tuned by the metal ion used to power the micromotor
engine. In addition, a braking system has been achieved by
adding chelator brakes to remove the catalytic engine metal
ions, thus controlling the speed and motion of micromotors.
We expect that the strategy employed here for micromotors is
adaptable to a much wider variety of MOFs when compared to
previously reported approaches. Integrating the functionality of
MOF materials with self-propelled micro/nanomachines will

significantly advance the implementation of active transport in
catalysis, energy storage and conversion, environmental
decontamination, and other applications.
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